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Introduction
The Democratic Republic of the Congo [Congo (Kinshasa)] is
located in the heart of equatorial central Africa and has an area
of 2,267,600 square kilometers (km²), which is about one-fourth
that of the United States. The area supported a population of
about 53.6 million in mid-2001 with a gross domestic product
(GDP) per capita of $600 based on 2000 purchasing power
parity data (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, 2002§1).
Historically, the mining industry accounted for 25% of the GDP
and about three-quarters of total export revenues. However, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) reports a drop in the mining
sector’s estimated share of the GDP in 2000 to 6% and an
overall decline in the sector of 21% between 1996 and 2000
(International Monetary Fund, 2001b§, p. 48-49). Congo
(Kinshasa) is richly endowed with such mineral resources as
coal, cobalt, columbium (niobium) and tantalum (locally
referred to as “coltan”), copper, diamond, germanium, gold,
manganese, petroleum, tin, uranium, and zinc. Despite the
collapse of much of the formal mining infrastructure, it is still
an important world source of industrial diamond and cobalt
(table 1).
The near collapse of the economy has made sustaining normal
mining activities difficult; with some exceptions, most foreign
exploration activity and development-oriented feasibility work
came to a halt by the end of 1998. Following a 1-year hiatus, a
new full-scale civil war broke out in August 1998. In July
1999, the so-called Lusaka cease fire agreement was signed by
all parties involved in the civil war, but negotiations on its
implementation were continuing into 2001. However, the
resulting decrease in military conflict during 2001 was
permitting the Government some opportunity to address other
governance concerns, including a proposal for new foreign
investment and mining laws.
A mid-2001 report by the IMF painted a gloomy picture of
the economy, “characterizing the economic situation between
late 2000 and mid-2001 as a vicious circle of hyperinflation,
continued depreciation of the currency, increased dollarization
and financial disintermediation, falling productivity,
deterioration of the infrastructure, and general impoverishment
of the population.” Among other indicators, the IMF reported
an average 5% decline in the GDP during the past 3 years, an
external debt of $13 billion equal to 280% of the real GDP, and
a growing gap in the difference between the official and parallel
market currency exchange rates equal to 545% in May 2001.
The IMF noted that the shrinking tax base was exacerbated by
“the diversion of revenues from the budget, in particular from
the public mining companies [La Générale des Carrières et des
1
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Mines (Gécamines) and Société Minière de Bakwanga
(MIBA)], and the petroleum products sector...to finance outlays
outside the budget for sovereignty and security” (International
Monetary Fund, 2001a§).
In November 2001, the United Nations (U.N.) Security
Council’s panel of experts on the illegal exploitation of natural
resources and other forms of wealth of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo issued a followup report on its investigative
findings. The panel of experts reported that, throughout the
history of the country, its “precious resources were plundered
and mismanaged, and an informal economy based on barter,
smuggling and fraudulent trade in commodities thrived,
becoming the sole means of survival for much of the
population. Commerce is reinforced by preexisting ties based
on ethnicity, kinship, and colonial structures between the Kivu
Provinces and Burundi, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania,
and between Katanga Province and Zambia and Angola.” The
effective collapse of all state institutions and structure in Congo
(Kinshasa) is a fundamental cause of the current pattern of
resource exploitation. The panel of experts noted also that the
flagrant violation of the basic human rights of the Congolese
people is a far graver phenomenon than the exploitation of
material resources.
The panel of experts report goes on to note the sharp market
price decline and the institution of international sanctions,
which sharply reduced revenues flowing to Rwanda generated
by the illegal mining of coltan in 2001; the continued illegal
artisanal exploitation of gold, particularly in the Kilo Moto area,
by Ugandan interests; and efforts by the Government to transfer
rich copper-cobalt assets within Gécamines central mine group
to Zimbabwean interests to ensure the continued military
support of Zimbabwe. With regards to the diamond sector, the
report noted that data suggested that the small amount of highvalue gem-quality diamond produced by MIBA was being
embezzled; described the arrangements granting Zimbabwean
interests 25-year exploitation rights to the Sengamines diamond
concession near the Angolan border; described the taxation and
illegal export routes of artisanal diamond produced in the
Kinsangani area; and noted that as much as one-third of the
estimated $300 million of total diamond production was
illegally smuggled out of the country.
The panel of experts concluded that the cease-fire left the
exploitation of natural resources as the main activity of the
foreign troops as well as the different armed groups creating a
self-financing situation where one activity (continuation of the
conflict) drives the other (exploitation of resources), whereby
no real budgetary burden is borne by the parties involved. The
panel of experts report ended with a number of institutional
reform and financial and technical recommendations including a
review and revision of all commercial contracts issued between
1997 and 2001 to correct all irregularities and a moratorium for
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a set time period banning the purchase of all commodities
originating in areas where foreign troops are present as well as
in territories under the control of rebel groups (United Nations
Security Council, 2001§).

value assigned for diamonds. Historically, the main trading
partners of Congo (Kinshasa) were Belgium, France, Germany,
Japan, South Africa, and the United States.
Structure of the Mineral Industry

Government Policies and Programs
Legislation has been passed relating to all aspects of the
mineral industry. Article 10 of the April 1994 Constitution
states that the soil and subsoil belong to the state. Prospecting,
exploration, and exploitation were regulated by Ordinance No.
81-013 of April 2, 1981, and required permits from the Ministry
of Mines and Energy.
With the assistance of the World Bank, a draft of a new
mining code was expected to reach parliament by end of
January 2002. “It will allow for the creation of a framework of
incentives conducive to private investment and will include: (i)
a change in the Government’s role from mining operator to
mining regulator; (ii) the creation of a single investment
agreement framework without agreements negotiated on a
case-by-case basis; (iii) the introduction of a special tax regime
for the mining sector, which is fair and equitable and without
exemptions; and (iv) the option, under a clear and
straightforward system, of issuing mining titles on a
first-come-first-served basis, transparently managed by an
automated mining register to minimize discretionary action by
the Government. Pending approval of the new code by
parliament and its subsequent publication, the Government will
no longer sign investment agreements for mining projects
governed by tax and investment regimes other than those
established in the new code. Finally, certification of the origin
of diamonds under the applicable UN resolution will begin no
later than end-March 2002” (Mulongo and Ilanki, 2002§).

The Government maintained at least partial ownership and
generally majority ownership of nearly all the productive and
service sectors of the economy. Gécamines produced
essentially all the country’s coal, cobalt, copper, and zinc. It
also operated subsidiaries that produced cement and other
materials required for its primary mineral interests. MIBA
(80% owned by the Government) produced about 25% of
industrial diamond production from Government-controlled
lands in Kasai Province with the remainder coming from small
artisanal operators. The columbium (niobium)-tantalum, gold,
and tin producer Societe Zairoise et Industrielle du Kivu
(Sominki) and the major gold producer Office des Mines d’Or
de Kilo-Moto (Okimo) were the other principal parastatal
mining companies. The majority of Sominki and Okimo
holdings were in rebel-held areas in eastern Congo (Kinshasa).
During 1997 and for more than one-half of 1998, prior to the
renewed outbreak of the current civil war, Gécamines used
joint-venture agreements to attract the capital needed to
revitalize operations. Under these agreements, foreign investors
would retain up to 49% equity interest in the joint venture, most
of which ranged from 20% to 45%. By the beginning of 1998,
Gécamines had 23 cooperative projects, including development
of the Tenke-Fungurume deposits, that it hoped would return
production levels of copper to 400,000 metric tons per year
(t/yr) and cobalt to 25,000 t/yr. During 2000 and 2001,
however, most of these projects were either on force majeure
hold or proceeding cautiously with feasibility work.

Production and Trade

Commodity Review

Estimated production of mineral commodities as listed in
table 1 remained flat during 2001 compared with that of 2000.
Production of refined copper as reported by Gécamines stayed
at the 21,000-metric-ton (t) level, or less than 5% of capacity,
while refined cobalt output declined by 6% to 4,071 t. Formal
production of diamond reported by MIBA increased by 43% to
6.2 million carats, while artisanal diamond production was
estimated to be 12 million carats; actual figures are uncertain
owing to the high level of smuggling and undocumented
production. Crude petroleum production increased by 12% to
about 31,600 barrels per day (bbl/d). Formal gold production
was around 50 kilograms (kg); undocumented artisanal gold
production in areas controlled by the rebel faction Rally for
Congolese Democracy (RCD), however, could range from
3,000 to 6,000 kg. Likewise, reports of columbium (niobium)tantalum concentrate production vary widely; the sharp drop in
prices to a level more consistent with prior years at $39 per
pound of tantalum in 2001 from the 2000 spike of $300 per
pound, however, would make an estimate of about 200,000 kg
of concentrate not unreasonable. Reliable trade data were not
available. However, based on average commodity prices for
2000, the value of mineral exports would be in the order of $1.3
billion to $1.9 billion depending on the average dollar per carat

Metals
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Copper and Cobalt.—Gécamines holdings in the Copperbelt
in Katanga Province contained one of the greatest
concentrations of high-grade copper and coproduct cobalt
resources in the world. Since 1993, most mining operations
have come to a standstill with total capacity utilization at less
than 10%. Gécamines faced multiple crises in finance,
production, and transportation. The company’s poor condition
was attributed to a combination of aging equipment; lack of
domestic and international investment; lack of spare parts;
shortages of fuel, lubricants, and sulfuric acid; problems with
transporting ore and finished products; theft of finished
products; debts owed to the state electrical company and Société
Interrégionale Zaïroise de Rail (Sizarail); flooding of open pit
mines; and the inability to retain professional and other
personnel because of disruptions caused by the war and other
factors. Gécamines strategy for 2001 and 2002 was to
concentrate development and mining activities at cobalt-rich
zones of several copper ore bodies, with plans to produce
10,000 to 15,000 t of higher value cobalt by the end of 2002.
OM Group, Inc. (OMGI) (55%), of the United States, which
is one of world’s largest consumers of refined cobalt, and
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l’Enterprise Generale Malta Forrest SPRL (EGMF) (25%)
completed the first major foreign investment in Katanga
Province in recent years. Full operating capacity from their
Luiswishi copper-cobalt mine was reached in 2000. The
Luiswishi Mine, located about 25 kilometers (km) north of
Lubumbashi, was the only mine operating in Gécamines’
Southern Group during 2001. EGMF had completed mining of
one small oxide deposit at Luiswishi by yearend 2001 with two
oxide and one sulfide deposits remaining. During a visit to the
mine in February 2002, the total resource remaining at
Luiswishi was reported to be 7.5 to 8 million metric tons (Mt) at
a grade of 2.8% copper and 1.0% cobalt. The second phase of
mining will develop 3.5 Mt of oxide reserves at a grade of 2.5%
copper and 1.0% cobalt at a rate of 500,000 t/yr of ore. The
deposit was formed within dolomitic to argillaceous sediments
with a talc-rich oxide ore containing a high percentage of black
oxides, including a copper mineral bornite and cobalt minerals
carrolite and heterogenite. The ore was being sent to the
Kipushi concentrator for treatment. Between 5,500 and 6,000
t/yr of cobalt and up to 9,000 t/yr of copper contained in
concentrates was being sent to OMG’s Kokkola chemical plant
in Finland for refining.
The $130 million Big Hill cobalt smelter in Lubumbashi was
run by Le Societe pour le Traitement de la Terril de
Lubumbashi (STL) [a joint venture between OMGI (55%),
Gécamines (25%), and EGMF (20%)]. The smelter was treating
an adjacent slag stockpile, accumulated since 1920 and referred
to as the Big Hill, which was sufficient to supply the plant for
20 years. Slag grades were quite variable and remining was
focused on the southern slopes of the Big Hill where grades
ranged from 2.0% to 2.15% copper and 1.2% cobalt. The Big
Hill also included zinc-bearing slags from processing of ores
from the Kipushi Mine. The slag is gravity fed from the hilltop
and blended to a consistent grade into two 14,000-t stockpiles,
representing 3 weeks of feed to the smelter at full capacity. The
slag is dried in a rotary kiln using coking coal from the Wankie
Colliery in Zimbabwe. The material is then reduced in a large
Outokumpu electric arc furnace. The power for the threeelectrode 30-megawatt (MW) furnace is supplied from the Inga
Dam transmission lines after being converted from direct to
alternating current. The liquid metal is tapped and transferred
to a second smaller 20-t furnace where it is cooled to 80o C and
granulated to a fine (minus-800-millimeter) copper-cobalt alloy
powder by pouring the hot liquid through a continuous water jet
flow. Zinc offgases from the process are precipitated and
recovered in a bag house and returned as zinc oxide pellets to
Gécamines’ electrowining plant at Kolwezi. The STL plant
produced 2,000 t of cobalt contained in a powder alloy in 2001
with plans to double production to 4,000 t of contained cobalt in
2002, following a routine relining of the main furnace. The
plant employed 650 workers during construction and 350 during
operation. At full capacity, the STL plant can produce 5,000
t/yr cobalt, 3,500 t/yr copper, and 15,000 t/yr zinc oxide.
OMGI is committed to take the first 4,000 t/yr of cobalt from
the plant, with an option to take the full production.
Following the successful exploration and discovery of the
small, high-grade Lonshi copper deposit, First Quantum
Minerals Ltd. of Canada obtained a 40-year mining concession
from the Congo (Kinshasa) Government and began open pit
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mining in September 2001. The Lonshi Mine is located in the
so-called pedicle extension of southeastern Congo (Kinshasa)
into Zambia and only 35 km east of First Quantum’s Bwana
Mkubwa solvent extraction-electrowinning (SX-EW) plant in
Zambia, where the Lonshi oxide ore is trucked for treatment.
Bwana Mkubwa has been converted from a tailings retreatment
facility to a direct-feed oxide operation to accommodate the
Lonshi ore. The Lonshi deposit, located within a 15-meter (m) thick sequence of weathered Roan clastic sediments, dipping
38E to the east, contains a measured and indicated resource of
5.1 Mt grading 5.75% acid-soluble copper. The deposit remains
open along strike and at depth. The company planned on
mining 730,000 t of ore grading 5.45% copper during its
December 2001 to November 2002 fiscal year (First Quantum
Minerals Ltd., undated§).
Anvil Mining NL of Australia and First Quantum [its
minority (18.9%) partner] announced plans in July 2001 to
develop the high-grade Dikulushi copper-silver deposit in
southeastern Congo (Kinshasa) near the Zambian border west of
Pweto and Lac Moero. The development is based on reported
resources at Dikulushi of 1.94 Mt at a grade of 8.59% copper
and 266 grams per metric ton (g/t) silver. Construction on the
$5.7 million first stage of the project began in December 2001.
The first stage will involve construction of an open pit, a heavymedia separation (HMS) plant, and barge and docking facilities
to transport the concentrates down Lake Moero to Nchelenge,
from where it will be trucked to First Quantum’s Mopani
Copper Mines in Mufalira, Zambia, for further smelting and
refining. The HMS plant will treat 250,000 t/yr of ore and
produce 35,000 to 40,000 t/yr of concentrates grading 40%
copper and 1,230 g/t silver. Toll-refined metal production will
be approximately 14,000 t/yr of copper and 34 t/yr (1.1 million
troy ounces per year) of silver. After finalizing project
financing in March 2002, Anvil anticipated the Dikulushi
project to be in production by August 2002. Anvil will use
project cash flow to finance a stage II development to add a ball
mill, a flotation circuit to produce a concentrate grading 60%
copper and 1,935 g/t of silver, and a later stage III development
to move mine production underground (Anvil Mining NL,
2002a§, b§). Anvil also held a number of exploration licences
covering more than 43,000 km2, including gold and platinum
prospects near Kalemie, copper and gold prospects near Kapulo,
and copper prospects near Lungeshi.
Tenke Mining Corp. (TMC) of Canada (55%), in joint
venture with Gécamines (45%), held the concession to develop
the 1,437 km2 Tenke Fungurume copper-cobalt deposits located
within two concessions in Katanga Province approximately 175
km northwest of the city of Lubumbashi. A description of the
project is available at the company Web site (Tenke Mining
Corp., 2000§). BHP Billiton plc of Australia held an option to
acquire a 45% interest in the Tenke-Fungurume project, and
Phelps Dodge signed an agreement in May 2001 to earn up to
50% of BHP Billiton’s option interest in the project. TMC
reopened discussions with the Government during 2001, which
were ongoing in 2002, regarding terms of developing the
project and possibly renegotiating the terms of the mining
convention held on the property.
In January 2001, Kababankola Mining Company (KMC) was
formed as a joint venture between the Congo (Kinshasa)
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Government (68%) and Tremalt Ltd. (32%) of the United
Kingdom (and Zimbabwe interests) to operate the Kakanda and
the Kambove copper-cobalt mines in Gécamines’ central mining
group near Likasi. In a 25-year agreement, KMC acquired
rights to the Kakanda and Kambove concessions and to export
200 metric tons per month of cobalt. Tremalt pledged $50
million in operating capital for KMC (Financial Gazette
[Zimbabwe], 2001§). In early 2002, KMC was developing the
high-grade cobalt oxide cap at the Mukondo copper-cobalt
deposit using the Zimbabwean contract mining firm Swanepoel
with the subcontracting of mining equipment from Kombinat
Gorniczo Hutniczy Miedzi Polska Miedz S.A. (KGHM) of
Poland. The Mukondo deposit occurred along a 1.8-km-long
strike length of an anticlinal fold structure containing the central
mine group sediments. Resources were reported during a
February 2002 visit to be 1.8 Mt at a grade of 1.6% copper and
1.2% cobalt. High-grade zones of up to 4% cobalt contained in
a black weathered heterogenite (a cobalt oxide mineral) were
reported. Ore was being trucked to the Kakanda concentrator
for treatment.
Société Minière de Kabolela et de Kipese (SMKK)
[controlled by Melkior Resources Inc. of Canada (60%) and
Gécamines (40%)] owned the Kabolela copper-cobalt mine and
the Kipese cobalt-palladium-gold exploration property
discovered by Melkior near Likasi. In December 1999, Melkior
entered into a farm-in agreement with La Compagnie Financiere
de Participations Internationales (Cofiparinter) whereby
Cofiparinter could earn one-half of Melkior’s interest or 30% in
SMKK after the expenditure of $290,000. Melkior was also
obligated to pay a net profit royalty of 10% up to $1 million to
Consolidated Trillion Resources Ltd. (Melkior Resources,
2002a). Work during the year was limited to further drilling,
bulk sampling, and evaluation of earlier Gécamines resource
estimates at Kabolela South where initial studies suggested the
potential for developing a small-tonnage, high-value deposit
that could be mined at a rate of 300 metric tons per day and
could produce a minimum of 1,500 t/yr of cobalt contained in
sulfide concentrates. Based on a 1970 drilling program,
Gécamines reported near-surface resources at Kabolela of 3.7
Mt at a grade of 3.8% copper and 0.7% cobalt. Further work at
Kabolela by SMKK was being constrained by lack of additional
financial commitments. At Kipese, trenching work during 1998
indicated the occurrence of gold, palladium, and cobalt
mineralization in a sheared vein system within copper bearing
sediments, but apparently only limited followup work has been
done (Melkior Resources Inc., 2002, p. 6-10).
Congo Mineral Developments Ltd. (CMD) was formed in
1998 as a 50-50 joint venture between American Mineral Fields
Inc. (AMF) and Anglo American plc of the United Kingdom to
operate the Kolwezi copper-cobalt tailings project in partnership
(60%) with Gécamines (40%). AMF is a listed company on the
Toronto Stock Exchange with headquarters in London. In
1999, Umicore (formerly Union Miniere) of Belgium acquired
an 11% equity interest in AMF. During 2001, CMD
renegotiated its agreement with Gécamines to allow for the
development of the project in two phases. With an investment
of $330 million in phase I, the plant will treat approximately 3
million metric tons per year (Mt/yr) of tailings, which will yield
up to 42,000 t/yr of copper and 7,000 t/yr of cobalt. Phase II
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would increase production capacity to 74,000 t/yr of copper and
14,000 t/yr of cobalt. The renegotiated agreement was awaiting
ratification during 2002 under terms of the proposed new
mining code. Under the agreement, CMD will pay Gécamines
$25 million prior to construction and a further $10 million upon
commissioning. When the agreement is ratified, a new
operating company, KMT Sarl, will be formed by CMD and
Gécamines. Between April 2000 and September 2001, the
partners tested a 100-t bulk sample of Kolwezi tailings in a $4
million pilot plant in Johannesburg, South Africa, enabling the
development of an optimum metallurgical flow sheet to produce
high-grade copper and cobalt cathodes for the project. The
Kolwezi project is based on reprocessing of a resource of nearly
113 Mt grading 1.49% copper and 0.32% cobalt of oxide
tailings from the Kingamyambo (42.3 Mt) and Musonoi (70.5
Mt) tailings dams, accumulated from the Kolwezi area
concentrators during a 40-year period. Mining would be by
high-pressure water monitor guns with the material pumped
along a slurry pipeline to a new leach SX-EW plant (American
Mineral Fields Inc., 2002a§, b§).
Germanium.—In 2002, OMGI planned on beginning
production of germanium oxide as a byproduct of the STL
cobalt refining at Kokkola, Finland (OM Group, Inc., 2001, p.
10). When Gécamines was operating the Kipushi zinc mine and
smelter at full capacity from the 1950s through the 1980s,
Congo (Kinshasa) was the world’s largest producer of
germanium as a byproduct of zinc processing. Germanium
oxide is used in fiber optic systems and in electronic and solar
power applications.
Gold.—Société Aurifère du Kivu et du Maniema S.A.R.L.
(Sakima) was established in January 1997 to operate the former
Sominiki gold, tantalum, and tin mines and other land holdings
in the region. Sakima was controlled by Banro Resource Corp.
of Canada (93%) and the Government (7%). The old Sominiki
holdings included 10 mining permits and 47 mining concessions
that covered 10,271 km2. Gold holdings southwest of Bukavu
in Kivu Province included the Kamituga-Mobale underground
gold mines, which were forced to close during the 1997 civil
war, and the Lugushwa, Namoya, and Twanziga gold
properties. In July 1998, however, without prior warning or
consultation with Banro, the Government dissolved Sakima
through which Banro held its mineral properties and carried on
business in Congo (Kinshasa), terminated the company’s
mining convention relating to the company’s mineral properties,
and created a replacement parastatal company, Société Minière
du Congo S.A.R.L. (Somico). Following nearly 4 years of
international litigation, the differences between Banro and the
Government appeared to be resolved. In September 2001,
Banro filed a request for judgement of default against Congo
(Kinshasa) in the U.S. District Court, Washington, DC, under
terms of the U.S. Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act. In
December 2001, Banro reached an agreement in principle with
the Congo (Kinshasa) Government for the return of the
company’s assets. In February 2002, Banro received an
invitation from the Government to finalize implementation of
the settlement agreement, and on April 18, 2002, the formal
settlement agreement was signed, returning to Banro a 100%
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interest in the Kamituga, Lugushwa, Namoya, and Twanziga
gold deposits and reviving its 30-year mining convention. The
Government will retain 100% rights to the tin assets formerly
held by Sominki (Banro Resources Corp., 2001a§, b§, 2002a§,
b§).
In a joint venture with AngloGold Ltd. of South Africa,
Barrick Gold Corp. of Canada held a 57,000-km2 exploration
concession near the Kilo-Moto goldfields in the Bunia area of
northern Congo (Kinshasa) and adjoining Sudan to the north
and Uganda to the east. During 2001, Ashanti Goldfields Co.
Ltd. of Ghana increased the size of its holdings to 6,000 km2
from 2,000 km2 in the Kilo-Moto Mining International S.A.R.L.
(Kimin) concession, covering most of the historically
productive greenstone belt in the rebel-controlled Eastern
Province. Owing to the civil unrest in the region, Ashanti and
Barrick conducted no substantive field activity on these
holdings during 2000 or 2001.
Zinc.—In January 2002, AMF signed an agreement with
Zincor Ltd., a subsidiary of Kumba Resources of South Africa
(formerly the mining arm of Iscor Ltd.) governing the
rehabilitation of the Kipushi zinc mine. Zincor will obtain a
50% interest in the project by investing up to $3.5 million to
prepare a bankable feasibility study for a small-scale project to
produce zinc concentrates. AMF and Kumba will form a jointventure company, Zincongo Ltd., to negotiate a framework
agreement with Gécamines to govern redevelopment of
Kipushi. Scoping studies during 2001 concluded that mining
operations of up to 100,000 t/yr of zinc contained in concentrate
could be sustained for 20 years, subject to adequate commodity
prices. Originally started in 1929, the Kipushi Mine ceased full
scale mining in 1993 but has been maintained in excellent
condition with ongoing dewatering at the rate of 2,000 cubic
meters per hour. Up to 1,700 t/yr of contained zinc was
produced between 1994 and 2001. The aboveground
infrastructure requires total rehabilitation. The bulk of
measured and indicated mine resources remaining for
development were between the 1150-m and 1500-m levels and
amounted to 17 Mt at a grade of 16.7% zinc and 2.32% copper.
An additional inferred resource between the 1500-m and 1800m levels was reported to be 9 Mt at a grade of 23.3% zinc and
1.93% copper. AMF described the Kipushi deposit as centered
on a hydrothermal polymetallic replacement vein system, 40 to
60 m wide, associated with a set of intersecting faults. The
main vein is between an Upper Kundelungan series shale
hanging wall and a Lower Kundelungan series dolomitic
footwall. The ore is mineralogically zoned both laterally and
vertically with copper predominating in the north and at the top
and zinc strongly enriched (up to 24% zinc) in the south and at
depth (American Mineral Fields Inc., 2002a§, c§).
Industrial Minerals
Diamond.—MIBA accounted for about one-quarter of the
total national production of diamond from mining operations in
Mbuji Mayi in Kasai Province. MIBA was owned by the
Government (80%) and Sibeka Group (20%) [owned by
Unicore (79%) and De Beers Centenary AG (20%)]. MIBA
reported production at 6.2 million carats of low-value, near-gem
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quality stones in 2001; this was an increase of 43% compared
with that of 2000. However, investigations by the U.N. panel of
experts suggested that nearly one-half of the 4% of MIBA
diamond production that is of near-gem or gem quality was
being illegally smuggled to South Africa for onward sale and
that millions of dollars of MIBA diamond sales revenues were
being misappropriated (United Nations Security Council,
2001§, p. 9).
In another apparent repayment for foreign military support,
MIBA’s rich Senga-Senga River diamond concession
(Sengamines) was spun off by the Government during 2000 as a
25-year joint venture between the Congolese company
COMIEX-Congo and the Zimbabwe Defence Forces-owned
Operation Sovereign Legitimacy (COSLEG). The 550-km2
Sengamines concession within the Mbuji-Mayi region includes
the Tshibua kimberlite pipe and six alluvial fields. COMIEX is
a state-private venture used by the Government as a platform for
commercial deals. According to the U.N. panel of experts
report, the resulting joint venture, COSLEG, had neither the
capital nor the technological expertise to run the Sengamines
concession, and a third party, Oryx Natural Resources (a
British-Omani company), was brought in to help in exchange
for a 49% equity interest in COSLEG. Oryx, in turn, has setup
another Congo-Zimbabwe-based joint venture, Oryx-Zimcon, to
manage the financial and technical end of the project (United
Nations Security Council, 2001§, p. 10). The company was
actively developing the property at yearend 2001.
In July 2000, the Government signed an agreement with
International Diamond Industries (IDI) of Israel that gave the
company the exclusive right to export diamonds from stateowned mining operations in return for a payment of $20
million. After currency controls failed to halt the smuggling of
diamond, the Government felt this arrangement would more
effectively control the security and the origin of diamond
production from Congo (Kinshasa), to distinguish them from
illegally mined “conflict” diamonds (Namibian, 2000§). In
April 2001, the Government revoked IDI’s exclusive monopoly
on diamond exports and reestablished an open-bidding and freemarket sales and export system for diamond. The action was
designed to reduce the smuggling that occurred under the
monopoly system (Knickmeyer, 2001§).
Mineral Fuels
ChevronTexaco Oil Congo (DRC) Ltd. [owned by
ChevronTexaco Corp. of the United States (50%), Teikoku Oil
Co. Ltd. of Japan (32.3%), and Unocal Corp. of the United
States (17.7%)] was the country’s major producer with an
average net crude oil output of 8,900 bbl/d from eight offshore
wells in 2001. During 2001, ChevronTexaco completed one
development well in the Tshiala Field and five delineation
wells—one each in the Libwa, Lukami, and Misato Fields and
two wells in the GCO Field (ChevronTexaco Corp., 2002§).
The only domestic oil refinery, which was at Muanda, had a
rated capacity of 17,000 bbl/d.
Other companies that were operating in Congo (Kinshasa)
included Japan National Oil Co., PanAfrican Energy Corp. Ltd.
of Canada (formerly Ocelot International Ltd.), and Shell-Lirex.
During 2001, PanAfrican Energy (a subsidiary of Pan-Ocean
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Energy Corp. Ltd. of Jersey, United Kingdom) terminated its
arrangement to purchase a nonoperated production interest from
Shell in Congo (Kinshasa) because Shell-Lirex (a subsidiary of
Shell Petroleum N.V.) was unable to obtain the necessary
Government approvals. The three Shell onshore
concessions—East Mibale, Liawenda-Kinkasi, and MuandaBanana—included six established fields near the mouth of the
Congo River. The concessions had been in production since
1980, and remaining proven recoverable reserves were
estimated to exceed 32.5 million barrels (Mbbl) of oil
(PanAfrican Energy Corp. Ltd., undated§; Pan-Ocean Energy
Corp. Ltd., 2002§).
Reserves
Major mineral resources were generally considered to be
sufficient for many years of production with known copper ore
grades running two to eight times the grade of typical copper
ore mined in North America and South America. In February
2002, Gècamines reported total “global reserves” of 54 Mt of
copper, 4.66 Mt of cobalt, and 6.4 Mt of zinc, expressed in
contained metal. The global reserves included proven, possible,
and probable in situ material and metal contained in tailings and
slag. Gècamines also indicated that the global reserve data were
based on old work and needed to be reevaluated in terms of
currently accepted world industry practices for reporting
identified mineral resources and ore reserves (La Générale des
Carrières et des Mines, 2002). Reserves of oil, gas, and coal
were estimated to be 187 Mbbl, 1 billion cubic meters, and 88
Mt, respectively (U.S. Energy Information Administration,
2001§).
Infrastructure
Congo (Kinshasa) is an essentially landlocked country with
only a small coastal area on the Atlantic Ocean. The main port
of Matadi, which has a 160-km river approach, has had
difficulty operating at its 2-Mt/yr cargo capacity. Waterfalls
below the capital of Kinshasa make the Congo River
unnavigable to the sea and limit the world’s second largest river
as a significant export route, although it is a key inland
commercial route.
A combination of air, railroad, road, and riverboat transport
was used to move equipment, food, and other supplies into the
mining and mineral-processing regions and for exporting ores,
concentrates, and finished mineral products. Even prior to the
breakout of civil war, much of this transport network was in
varying degrees of disrepair. Locomotive and rolling stock
shortages were also a problem. Sizarail was a critical logistical
support link for the diamond industry between the Zambian
border and Mbuji Maya.
The majority of companies involved in transportation were
Government owned. Small private trucking and river boat
companies provided limited local service. Historically, mineral
products were shipped from the Copperbelt on one of three
routes. The completely internal western route was via the Voie
Nationale, which was a difficult road-rail-water route from the
Copperbelt to the port of Matadi, south of Kinshasa. The
eastern route went through Zambia on the Tazara railroad to the
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port of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, and the southern route,
through Zambia on rail lines that led to bulk-loading export
ports in South Africa. Copper shipments could take 45 days to
get from the plant to the dock either south via Zambia and
Zimbabwe or eastward along the Tazara railroad via Zambia
and Tanzania. Owing to rail and river transport problems, most
cobalt and copper wirebar products were shipped via truck
convoy to the port of Durban in South Africa. High-value
cobalt, diamond, and gold were commonly flown out of the
country.
Katanga Province, which is the site of most of the country’s
mining activity, historically consumed almost 50% of the
nation’s generated electrical power. A portion of the electricity
used in the Katanga region was delivered by the 1,800-km-long,
560-MW Inga-Shaba transmission line, which runs from the
Inga Dam on the Congo River south of Kinshasa to the
Copperbelt city of Kolwezi in Katanga Province. In 1999,
about 5 billion kilowatthours of electricty was produced, chiefly
from hydrolectric powerplants; nevertheless, the tremendous
hydroelectric potential of the Congo River remained largely
untapped. For energy requirements at its mine and
metallurgical operations, Gècamines was dependent on
imported coke and refined petroleum products.
Outlook
Renewed Government efforts during 2001 to reestablish
relations with the World Bank and the IMF and to begin to
rebuild state institutions were positive signs for the future.
However, Congo (Kinshasa) was still struggling to resolve the
ongoing civil war, to reestablish a central Government
recognized nationally, and to resolve refugee problems and
ethnic conflicts in the eastern provinces bordering Rwanda and
Uganda. The decline of copper and cobalt production during
the 1990s has led to the deterioration of Gécamines, which is
the country’s most important company. Despite almost
insurmountable operating difficulties, Gécamines continued to
operate, albeit at limited capacity. Changing Government
policies, including the new mining law proposed for 2002, that
promote privatization of the state-run mining sector and
stronger guarantees of property title and investment security by
the Government will help to attract new foreign capital and
technical expertise needed to redevelop the country. Lack of
transparency in business transactions with the Government and
weak legal structures remain problems. Because of its size and
wealth of resources, the long-term potential of Congo
(Kinshasa) was more promising, and the country could return to
world markets as an important supplier of cobalt, copper,
diamond, and zinc. The future prospects for economic
development of Congo (Kinshasa) depended on its ability to
achieve political and economic stability and to put in place the
legal and business framework needed to attract new foreign
investment.
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TABLE 1
CONGO (KINSHASA): PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES 1/ 2/
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
METALS

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

Cobalt:
Mine output, Co content e/ 3/
3,500
5,000 r/
6,000 r/
7,000 r/ e/
4,700
Metal, Co content 4/
2,808 r/
4,490 r/
5,180
4,320
4,071
Columbium and tantalum:
Columbite-tantalite concentrate:
Gross weight
NA r/ 5/
NA r/ 5/
NA r/ 5/
450 r/ e/
200 e/
Nb content e/
NA r/
NA r/
NA r/
130 r/
60
Ta content e/
NA r/
NA r/
NA r/
130 r/
60
Copper:
Mine output, leaching (electrowon)
39,651
34,994
32,000 r/ e/
21,000 e/
20,988
Metal:
Smelter, primary, electrowon (low grade)
40,000
40,000
32,000 e/
21,000 e/
20,988
Refinery, primary, electrolytic
37,658
38,236
31,225
20,500
21,000 e/
Gold
kilograms
394 6/
151 6/
207 6/
52
50 e/
Silver e/
do.
500
----Steel
thousand metric tons
248
118
87
80
80
Zinc, mine output, Zn content
1,660 6/
1,147 6/
-- 6/
215
1,014
INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
Cement, hydraulic
124,929 6/
134,324 6/
171,210 6/
96,000
100,000
Diamond: 7/
Artisanal
thousand carats
15,558
19,252
15,328
13,200 e/
12,000 e/
MIBA 8/
do.
6,328 r/
6,443 r/
4,732 r/
4,328 r/
6,200
Total
do.
21,977 6/
26,083 6/
20,116 6/
17,700 e/
18,200
Lime e/
50,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
Stone, crushed e/
200,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
Sulfuric acid e/
90,000
92,000
95,000
80,000
80,000
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS
Coal, bituminous e/
5,000
5,000
--1,000
Petroleum:
Crude
thousand 42-gallon barrels
10,146 6/
9,444 6/
8,650 6/
10,300
11,500 e/
Refinery products:
Liquefied petroleum gas
do.
1
4
4
4 e/
4
Gasoline
do.
89
434
431
431 e/
431
Kerosene
do.
90
340
340
340 e/
340
Jet fuel
do.
45
175
180
180 e/
180
Distillate fuel oil
do.
90
457
460
460 e/
460
Residual fuel oil
do.
280
874
880
880 e/
880
Refinery fuel and losses 9/
do.
135
200
205
205 e/
205
Total
do.
730
2,484
2,500
2,500 e/
2,500
e/ Estimated. r/ Revised. NA Not available. -- Zero.
1/ Estimated data are rounded to no more than three significant digits; may not add to totals shown.
2/ Table includes data available through April 2002.
3/ Includes mine production and reprocessed tailings.
4/ Salable refined production only; excludes white alloy, matte.
5 Columbite-tantalite concentrates are produced by artisanal miners, but data on production are speculative and unreliable for estimating.
6/ Reported data for 1997-1999 from Central Bank report: Economic activity--Volume of production--Mining and metallurgical production, August 2000.
7/ An estimated 20% of total diamond production is gem quality.
8/ Société Minière de Bakwanga, 80% owned by Government.
9/ Includes "Other."

